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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of identifying
the modulation level of the received signal under an unknown
frequency selective channel. The modulation level classification
is performed using reduced-complexity Kuiper (rcK) test which
utilizes the distribution of signal features such as magnitude
of the received samples or phase difference in consecutive
received samples. However, in frequency selective channels, these
features are severely distorted resulting in a poor classification
performance. We propose to use constant modulus algorithm
(CMA) to mitigate the impact of the frequency selective channel
on the signal feature. Simulation and analytical results show
that the proposed CMA-rcK technique outperforms state-of-the-
art cumulant-based technique as well as blind equalizer-based
technique that uses Alphabet Matched Algorithm.

Index Terms—Alphabet matched algorithm, constant modulus
algorithm, reduced-complexity Kuiper, cumulants.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modulation level classification is a process of identifying
the modulation level (order) of the received signal of a known
modulation type [1]. For example, if the received signal is
known to be of QAM modulation type, then the modulation
level classification identifies the modulation order of the QAM
signal, e.g., 4-/16-/64-QAM. Modulation level classification
can be used in order to identify interference signals or to
identify licensed primary transmitter in a cognitive radio net-
work [2]. The level classification information can also be used
in military applications for surveillance of unknown signals
as well as in communication systems employing adaptive
modulation schemes [2], [3].

Modulation level classification techniques can be broadly
divided into two classes: likelihood-based and feature-based
[4]. Likelihood-based methods, although optimal in Bayesian
sense, suffer from high computational complexity. The feature-
based methods include classification using cumulants [5]–[7]
as well as goodness-of-fit test of distribution of a feature
of the signal [1], [8], [9]. Magnitude of the signal is used
as a feature to classify levels of QAM and PAM signals,
while the phase difference between consecutive samples is
used as a feature to classify levels of PSK signals. The
distance between empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) and theoretical CDF is used to identify the modulation
level. The work in [8] proposed Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test to compute the distribution distance and classify the
modulation level. A fold-based Kolmogorov-Smirnov classifier
is proposed in [9] to improve the performance of the KS
classifier. A computationally efficient method, called reduced
complexity Kuiper (rcK) was proposed in [1] that computes
the distribution distance using a finite set of testpoints where

the distribution distance between features of two modulation
levels is maximum.

The classification techniques in [1], [5], [8], [9] do not
consider the impact of the frequency selective channel. The
works in [6], [7], [10]–[12] have developed classification
techniques under frequency selective channels. However, these
techniques have the following shortcomings. The classifiers in
[6], [7], [10] utilize fourth- and sixth-order cumulants in order
to classify between 4-, 16-, and 64-QAM. These cumulants
cannot be used to classify between higher order M-PSK (M >
2) signals because the cumulant values for those modulations
are the same [4]. Further, the work in [11] proposed to use
higher order moments to identify modulation of the received
signal under frequency selective channel. This method can
be used for binary classification between a modulation types
for which the moment is zero and non-zero. Therefore, this
method cannot be used to identify modulation levels of higher
order M-QAM (M > 4) and M-PSK (M > 2). The works
in [12], [13] have proposed an adaptive blind equalizer-based
approach using alphabet matched algorithm (AMA). In this
technique, the modulation level is decided based on the closest
match between equalized symbols and constellation points of
modulation levels. This technique, however, performs poorly
at SNRs below 10dB [14].

In this paper, we propose a new technique for modulation
level classification under frequency selective channels that em-
ploys constant modulus algorithm (CMA) to blindly equalize
the received symbols. The output of the equalizer is provided
to reduced complexity Kuiper (rcK) classifier, which outputs
the modulation level based on goodness-of-fit test. We also
provide expression for the variance of error at the output of
the equalizer. This expression is used to analytically compute
the probability of correct classification.

The paper is organized as follows. The system model is
presented in Section II along with the proposed CMA-rcK
method. The expression for the variance of error at the output
of CMA equalizer is provided in Section III. Simulation
results are presented in Section IV to show the performance
of classification techniques under various frequency selective
channels. Finally, the concluding remarks are provided in
Section V.

Notations: In this paper, lowercase and uppercase bold
letters indicate column vectors and matrices, respectively, e.g.,
x,H. Scalar variables are denoted by non-bold letters e.g., s, v.
The modulation level (order) is denoted by Mk. Notations
(.)T , and (.)H denote transpose and Hermitian operations.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CMA-RCK ALGORITHM

Let ck(i), i = 1, 2, ...,Mk be the set of constellation points
of a modulation order Mk ∈ {M1,M2, ...,MK}, where K
is the total number modulation levels to be classified. Let sk be
the transmitted baseband symbols randomly selected from ck.
The symbols are transmitted over a multipath channel with
Q taps: h = [h(0), h(2), ..., h(Q − 1)]T . We consider the
following model for the received signal [6], [11], [12]:

x(n) =

Q−1∑
q=0

h(q)sk(n− q) + v(n), (1)

where v(n) ∼ CN (0, σ2
v) is additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN). The noise is assumed to be independent of trans-
mitted symbols sk and the noise variance σ2

v is assumed to be
known. The transmitted symbols s′ks are zero mean and are
normalized to have unit power, E[|sk|2] = 1 . We denote the
received noise-free signal by x′(n) =

∑Q−1
q=0 h(q)sk(n− q).

A. Proposed CMA-rcK technique for level classification

In order to classify the modulation level, the received signal
x(n) is passed through a CMA equalizer of length L. Let
xi = [x(iL − 1), x(iL − 2), ..., x(iL − L)]T be L × 1 input
vector to the equalizer for the i-th tap update. It should be
noted that we are considering block processing in this paper.
Therefore, all of the input samples in the vectors xi and xi+1

are different. The output of the equalizer after the i-th tap
update is y(i) = wH

i−1xi, where wi = [wi(0), ..., wi(L− 1)]T

is the equalizer tap vector after the i-th update. The CMA
equalizer taps are adapted in oder to minimize the cost function
Jcma = E[(|y(i)|2−R)2], where R is a CMA parameter. The
value of parameter R = E[|sk|4]

E[|sk|2] in the above equation depends
on the transmitted modulation level [15]. Since the modulation
level is unknown, we set R = 1, which is the parameter value
for constant modulus signals such as 4-QAM and M-PSK. It
should be noted that even though the equalizer name includes
constant modulus, it can be used to equalize the channel even
when the transmitted symbols are of higher order QAM signals
[15]. The tap update equation for the CMA is given as follows:

wi = wi−1 − µ(|y(i)|2 − 1)y∗(i)xi, (2)

where µ is the step size. The equalizer output after M
iterations is denoted by yeq(i) = wH

Mxi. The output yeq(i) is
passed to rcK classifier [1] for classification of the modulation
level, Mk̂ ∈ {M1, ...,MK}.

In order to classify the modulation level of yeq(i), the
rcK block uses the estimated SNR at the output of equalizer
γ̂ =

1
M

∑
i |yeq(i)|

2

||wM ||2σ2
v
− 1. The rcK classifier uses feature of the

equalized symbols, denoted by f(yeq), in order to identify the
modulation level. For QAM signals, the magnitude feature is
used, i.e., f(yeq) = |yeq(i)|, while for PSK signals the phase
difference between consecutive symbols is used as a feature,
i.e., f(yeq) = ∠yeq(i)− ∠yeq(i− 1) [1], [8].

The rcK classifier computes the Kuiper distance Vl be-
tween the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF)
of feature of yeq and theoretical CDF of f(sl + g), where
l = 1, 2, ...,K and g ∼ CN (0, σ2

g) is AWGN noise [1]. The

noise variance σ2
g is set such that γ̂ = 1/σ2

g . Let Fyeq (t) be
the ECDF of the equalized symbols defined as

Fyeq (t) =
1

M

M∑
m=1

I(f(yeq) ≤ t), (3)

where I(.) equals to one if the input is true, and zero otherwise.
Similarly, we define F l0(τ) as the theoretical CDF of the
feature f(sl + g): F l0(τ) = Pr(f(sl + g) ≤ τ). The Kuiper
distance Vl is the distance between the ECDF and the CDF
computed at predefined testpoints t(δ)lp where the positive and
negative deviation between the CDFs F l0(τ) and F p0 (τ) is
maximum [1]. The testpoints for levels l and p are obtained
as:

t
(δ)
lp = arg max

τ
(−1)δ

(
F l0(τ)− F p0 (τ)

)
, (4)

for l, p ∈ [1,K], and δ ∈ {0, 1}. Note that δ = 0 corresponds
to positive deviation while δ = 1 corresponds to negative
deviation. The testpoints tδlp are obtained offline using CDFs
F l0(τ) [8]. We need to obtain two testpoints for each pair of l
and p, l 6= p, l, p ∈ [1, L] for each value of γ. Therefore, the
number of testpoints required per SNR value is equal to 2

(
L
2

)
.

The Kuiper distance between the ECDF Fyeq (t
(δ)
lp ) and the

CDF F l0(t
(δ)
lp ) is the sum of maximum positive and negative

deviations, as follows

Vl = |D(0)
l +D

(1)
l |, (5)

where D(δ)
l = (−1)(δ)

(
Fyeq

(
t
(δ)
lp

)
− F l0

(
t
(δ)
lp

))
. The mod-

ulation level is classified as the level l, whose CDF closest to
the ECDF in Kuiper distance sense:

k̂ = arg min
l
Vl (6)

Algorithm 1 CMA-rcK algorithm

1: Input: x(n), n = 1, 2, · · · ,ML, CMA initialization w0 =

[1, 0, 0, ..0], step size µ = 10−4, rcK testpoints t(δ)lp .
2: while i ≤M do
3: xi = [x(iL−1), x(iL−2), ..., x(iL−L)]T , y(i) = wi−1xi
4: CMA update: wi = wi−1 − µ(|y(i)|2 − 1)y∗(i)xi
5: i = i+ 1
6: end while
7: Equalization: yeq(i) = wH

Mxi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,M .
8: SNR estimation: γ̂ =

1
M

∑
i |yeq(i)|

2

||wM ||2σ2
v
− 1.

9: Compute ECDF Fyeq (t
(δ)
lp ).

10: RcK level classification: k̂ = arg minl Vl, l = 1, · · · ,K.

The proposed CMA-rcK algorithm is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1. The total number of received samples used by the
proposed CMA-rcK classifier is ML. The CMA block uses
ML samples of x(n) for equalization, while the rcK block
uses M samples of yeq(i).

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CMA-RCK
The probability of classifying the modulation level as Ml

under channel h, when the modulation level Mk is transmit-
ted, is denoted by Pr(Mk̂ =Ml|Mk,h). In order to evaluate



Pr(Mk̂ = Ml|Mk,h), we first model the distribution Fyeq .
The equalized symbols yeq at the output of CMA include
the effect of residual equalizer error, called excess mean
square error (EMSE), as well as noise enhancement due to
equalization. We model the distribution Fyeq as the distribution
of f(sk + ε), where ε ∼ CN (0, σ2

ε ) is modeled as a Gaussian
random variable incorporating the effects of residual error
and noise enhancement [16]. Thus, the probability of correct
classification using subsequent rcK classifier can be obtained
in terms of SNR γ = 1/σ2

ε . The variable ε that indicates the
error at output of the equalizer is denoted by

ε(i) =yeq(i)− sk(iL−D)ejθ = wH
Mxi − sk(iL−D)ejθ

=wH
Mx′i + wH

Mvi − sk(iL−D)ejθ, (7)

where D and θ are constant delay and phase, respectively. 1

The vector vi = [v(iL − 1), ..., v(iL − L)]T includes noise
samples, while the vector x′i = xi − vi includes noise-free
received symbols. It should be noted that E[ε] = 0, since
xi and sk are zero-mean variables. The consecutive ε(i) are
independent due to block processing, since x′i and vi are
independent of x′i−1 and vi−1. The variance σ2

ε is

σ2
ε = E[|wH

Mx′i − s(iL−D)ejθ|2] + E[|wH
Mvi|2]. (8)

The first term in the above equations is the EMSE, the
second term indicates noise enhancement due to equalizer
taps. The analytical expression for EMSE of CMA is provided
in [16] under the condition that there exists a zero forcing
(ZF) equalizer of length L that completely eliminates ISI.
However, the ZF equalizer, in general, has infinite impulse
response (IIR). Let us denote the ZF equalizer for channel
h by wzf = Z−1{1/H(z)}. Here, H(z) =

∑Q−1
q=0 h(q)z−q

is the z-transform of the channel, while Z−1 indicates the
inverse z-transform. Due to IIR nature of ZF equalizer,
wzf = [wzf (0), wzf (1), wzf (2), ...]T has infinite taps in
general. However, for practical purposes, we assume that
the ZF equalizer can be approximated by an FIR filter with
approximation length Lzf taps.

We assume that wzf (l) = 0 for l ≥ Lzf ,
which makes wzf a FIR filter with Lzf taps: wzf =
[wzf (0), wzf (1), ..., wzf (Lzf − 1)]T . The approximation
length Lzf is larger if the channel is highly frequency selective
with zeros of H(z) closer to the unit circle as compared to a
mildly frequency selective with the zeros closer to the origin.
Therefore, under a highly frequency selective channel, we may
have a case where CMA equalizer length L is smaller than Lzf
and there is no ZF equalizer of length L that can eliminate
the ISI. Therefore, we need to take into account the residual
ISI in order to compute the EMSE term.

Let us consider a truncated ZF equalizer of length L, de-
noted by wzf,L = [wzf (0), wzf (1), ..., wzf (L−1)]T . Further,
let x′i,zf = [x′(iL− 1), x′(iL− 2), ...x′(iL− Lzf )]T denote
a Lzf × 1 vector with all received samples in the absence
of noise. The ZF response that completely eliminates ISI
is wH

zfx
′
i,zf = s(iL − D)ejθ. This term can be rewrit-

ten in terms of the response of truncated ZF equalizer of
length L as wH

zfx
′
i,zf = wH

zf,Lx
′
i + ∆(i), where ∆(i) =

1D and θ are the position of unit entry in wH
zfH and corresponding phase,

respectively, where wzf are ZF equalizer taps and H is the Toeplitz matrix.
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Fig. 1: CDFs of Fyeq = |yeq | and |sk+ε| with and without the residual ISI
term ||w′H

zf ,LH
′||2. Mk=16-QAM, Channel: h = [1, 0, 0.9]T . Lzf = 90,

L = 20, and µ = 10−4.∑Lzf−1
l=L wzf (l)x′(iL− l−1) is residual ISI. The EMSE term

in (8) can then be written as follows:

E[|wH
Mx′i − s(iL−D)ejθ|2] = E[|wH

Mx′i −wH
zf,Lx

′
i −∆(i)|2]

= E[|wH
Mx′i −wH

zf,Lx
′2
i ] + E[|∆(i)|2] (9)

The second equality follows from the fact that ∆(i) is
independent of x′i and E[x′i] = 0. The EMSE without residual
ISI is given by [16]:

E[|wH
Mx′i −wH

zf,Lx
′2
i ] =

µ
E[|sk|6]− 2E[|sk|4] + E[|sk|2]

4E[|sk|2]− 2
Tr(HHH), (10)

where H is a Toeplitz channel matrix of size L ×
(L + Q − 1) with the first row [h(0), h(1), · · · , h(Q −
1), 0, ..]. Further, the second term in (9) is the contribu-
tion of residual ISI due to truncated ZF equalizer and
is given as E[|∆(i)|2] = ||w′Hzf,LH′||2, where w′zf ,L =

[wzf (L), wzf (L+ 1), ..., wzf (Lzf )]T contains ZF taps not in-
cluded the truncated ZF equalizer wzf,L, while H′ is Toeplitz
channel matrix of size (Lzf − L + 1) × (Lzf − L + Q).
Finally, the noise enhancement at the output of equalizer
is given as [17]: E[|wH

Mvi|2] = σ2
ve
H
D(HHH)−1eD, where

eD = [0, ..., 1, ..., 0]T ∈ RL×1, where 1 is at D-th location.
We obtain variance of error, σ2

ε as follows:

σ2
ε =µ

E[|sk|6]− 2E[|sk|4] + E[|sk|2]

4E[|sk|2]− 2
Tr(HHH)+

||w′Hzf,LH′||2 + σ2
ve
H
D(HHH)

−1
eD. (11)

The probability Pr(Mk̂ = Ml|Mk,h) is a function of
f(sk+ε) and is computed by evaluating [1, Eqn. 10] for SNR
γ = 1/σ2

ε . The expression is not repeated here due to lack of
space. Finally, the probability of correct classification is com-
puted as Pc(h) =

∑K
k=1 Pr(Mk̂ = Mk|Mk,h) Pr(Mk),

where Pr(Mk) is the probability that modulation level Mk

is transmitted.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The distribution of f(sk + ε) is a function of σ2
ε , which

in turn depends on the channel h. For a highly frequency
selective channel, we have Lzf > L and the term ||w′H

zf ,LH
′||2

becomes prominent. In order to show the importance of
including this term in the variance of ε, we plot the CDFs
of f(sk + ε) = |sk + ε| and f(yeq) = |yeq| for a 16-QAM
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(a) {4, 16, 64}-QAM classification under ch-1.
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(b) {4, 16, 64}-QAM classification under ch-2.
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(d) {2, 4, 8}-PSK classification under ch-1.
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(e) {2, 4, 8}-PSK classification under ch-2.
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(f) {2, 4, 8}-PSK classification under ch-3.

Fig. 2: Pc vs SNR for QAM and PSK signals. L = 20, M = 200. Legends in all figures are same as in Fig. 2c.

signal received under a highly frequency selective channel:
h = [1, 0, 0.9] as shown in Fig. 1. It can be observed that the
distribution of |sk + ε| matches that of |yeq| only when the
residual ISI term is included in the computation of σ2

ε . The
difference in the distributions with and without including the
ISI term is more prominent at higher SNR because the ISI
term dominates the noise enhancement at higher SNR.

The performance of the classifier is evaluated under three
different channel models. Channel model 1 (ch-1) is a 4-
tap Rayleigh fading channel used in [6], [7] with h(0) = 1
and h(1), h(2), h(3) ∼ CN (0, 0.05). Channel model 2 (ch-
2) is a LTE channel model with tap variances obtained by
sampling the Extended Vehicular A (EVA) model at symbol
rate 1MHz [18]. It is a three tap model where h(0) ∼
CN (0, 0.95), h(1) ∼ CN (0, 0.28), h(2) ∼ CN (0, 0.11).
Channel model 3 (ch-3) has constant taps: h = [1, 0, 0.9].
Block fading is assumed in ch-1 and ch-2 where the taps
remain constant for M = 200 iterations required in CMA
iterations. The length of equalizer is L = 20 and the total
number of samples used in all classifiers is 4000. The trans-
mitted symbols sk are selected uniformly from symbol set
Mk ∈ {4, 16, 64} for QAM level classification and Mk ∈
{2, 4, 8} for PSK level classification. The average probability
of correct classification Pc is computed by running simulations
for 10000 realizations for each value of h generated according
the three channel models. The classification performance of
CMA-rcK is compared with cumulant-based classifier and
AMA classifier [12] for QAM level classification. It has been
observed in [7] that the classifier based on the sixth-order
cumulant outperforms the classifier based on the forth-order
cumulant. Therefore, we use the sixth-order cumulant, C63,
for comparison. Additionally, we present results with ZF-rcK
classifier where symbols are equalized with ZF equalizer, i.e.,
wzf

Hxi are used in rcK. ZF-rcK requires the knowledge of
channel taps, while other techniques (CMA-rck, AMA, and
cumulants) do not require any channel knowledge. For PSK

level classification, the performance of CMA-rcK is compared
with AMA and ZF-rcK classifiers only, since cumulant-based
classifier cannot distinguish between 4- and 8-PSK.

As shown in Fig. 2, the classification performance heavily
depends on the channel model used. The accuracy of all the
classifiers under ch-1 is higher as compared to ch-2 and ch-
3. This is because ch-1 generates taps with low frequency
selectivity due to lower tap variances as compared to ch-2.
Performance of the all the classifiers remains below 70% under
ch-3 due to its high frequency selectivity. This is because z-
transform of the channel h = [1, 0, 0.9] has zeros close to the
unit circle causing large ISI. The CMA equalizer is not able
to completely remove the impact of ISI, thereby resulting in
a low classification accuracy for both QAM and PSK level
classification as seen in Fig. 2c and 2f, respectively. Howver,
the proposed classifier achieves > 90% accuracy at 20dB SNR
for QAM level classification under ch-1 and ch-2, and for PSK
classification under ch-1 and it outperforms existing classifiers
based on cumulants and AMA equalizer.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a modulation level classification
technique for the signal received under multipath channel
without any prior knowledge of the channel. The proposed
technique includes a blind equalizer using constant modulus
algorithm (CMA), followed by level classification using re-
duced complexity Kuiper (rcK) classifier. The expression for
the variance of residual error at the output of the equalizer
is derived for a given multipath channel. The variance is then
used to compute the probability of correct classification for the
proposed classifier. It has been observed that the classification
accuracy of the classifiers heavily depends on the frequency se-
lectivity of the multipath channel. The numerical results show
that the proposed CMA-rcK classifier outperforms existing
methods based for QAM and PSK level classification under
different channel models for SNRs between 0 and 20dB.
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